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Geospatial risk management firm
MAPTYCS® provides real-time access to
risk data customized for any exposure.

MacAndrews & Forbes Incorporated owns
and operates a diverse array of businesses,
tapping into the broad expertise of its
man- agement team to support the deliv-
ery of best-in-class products and services to
end users and consumers all over the
world. Its core strategy is to focus its busi-
ness lines on strong market positions,
high-quality man- agement with vertical
expertise, recog- nized growth potential,
and the ability to increase productivity.

MacAndrews & Forbes’ businesses span a
wide range of industries, from global lead-
ers in cosmetics to biotechnology, printing,
mining, and military equipment.
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Risk managers need to have real-time access to
information critical in managing a changing land-
scape of existing and developing key exposures.
They need to answer questions without hesitation,
and have the data to support their conclusions.

Traditional methods of gathering information
meant asking specic questions, like identifying
specic challenges within various zip codes. This
meant having a very clearly dened problem or
structure to reference. However, these constraints
limited the depth and breadth of knowledge a risk
manager could obtain about their risks.

Also, the data set of known hazards, while some
important focus areas have been identied in the
past, there has been very minimal credibility in the
quality of data for a very long time. Data quality and
new approaches to credible analysis of this data
has been a key focus for the insurance industry over
the last 10 years.

Different insurers have different underwriting stan-
dards, which meant risk managers had to work
with several different datasets at once.
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Relying on spreadsheets with hundreds of line
items and values is often overwhelming and
errors can easily happen when researching and
analyzing data in this way. It wasn’t effective or
efcient. Every risk is different.

Risk managers may be handling oods today
and earthquakes tomorrow, while wildres,
hurricanes, war, civil unrest, and many other
risks are waiting in the wings.

Risk is not static, nor should the solution be.

This visual concept of what is exposed is very
important for risk managers and their clients.
The tool can be used exibly to map different
exposures as desired.

Padilla talked about this exibility, saying, “MAP-
TYCS® allows for exibility to take a data set
against your exposure portfolio, your platform,
and you're able to overlay a data set on top of
your platform. So, the exibility of the solution is
there, the limitation is how creative you are.”

Padilla noted he can go a step further using the
software solutions from MAPTYCS® when it
comes to supply chain issues. Knowing his key
vendors and clients may be impacted by weath-
er events that happen at various points in their
supply chains, it is critical to track catastrophic
events along the supply chain as they arise.

“As long as we're able to dene the dependen-
cies between supplier and output, we could
project further [down the supply chain],” Padilla
said.

THE SOLUTION
MacAndrews & Forbes needed a vendor to part-
ner with in their journey toward advanced,
real-time risk modeling and management.
They partnered with MAPTYCS® after research-
ing solutions available in the marketplace and
nding its comprehensive, synchronous
results-focused solution to be the right answer.

Manuel Padilla, Vice-President, Risk Man-
age-ment & Insurance at MacAndrews & Forbes
Incorporated and Board member at RIMS,
explained more about the decision to engage
MAPTYCS®, saying, “Ultimately, I was looking
for amodelwhere I can basically compilemulti-
ple data sets of information and then have
immediate access to that information. It moved
from being a point-in-time analysis and trying
to tally up all of your assets in a particular area
to what was happening at that point in time
and how your assets were exposed.”

MacAndrews & Forbes uses MAPTYCS®
software solutions to provide real-time informa-
tion and access to data. Risk managers can use
the software to break down exposures in
various ways. MAPTYCS® shows historical,
current, and projected details of geographic
areas, allowing detailed breakdowns of weather
events and probabilities.

MAPTYCS® creates a visual model allowing the
team at MacAndrews & Forbes to see where
their assets are — then allows risk managers to
overlay various conditions like severe weather
events on top of the existing assets.
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They also planned to move nished inventory
into the stream of commerce and out of ware-
houses that might be impacted by the storm.
By moving nished goods into shipments to
retail outlets they were able to eliminate some
of the nancial impact of the storm.

“In this example, we went from a multi-bil-
lion-dollar exposure to a few hundred million
dollars' worth of exposure, and it was because
the storm kept on changing, but our ability to
respond to those plans was much more
mature,” Padilla said. “Because in the past, you
basically waited until it was over, and then you
picked up the dirt and counted the garbage
cans that were strewn all over the place.

“But with MAPTYCS® we can get ahead of the
storm, prevent some damage, and reduce the
nancial impact of these severe weather
events.”

THE WILDFIRE IN AUSTRALIA

“I was able to track an actual wildre to within
half a mile of my facility in Australia, by all
means, absolutely unheard of 15, 20 years ago
even by insurance carriers and eld level emer-
gency response teams,” Padilla explained.

“MAPTYCS® allowed us to basically look at that
specic issue and approximate where that re
was initially. We then coordinated with real time
eld reports from local emergency manage-
ment systems. We were then able to pinpoint
the re area to our physical plant location.”

Padilla explained how hewas able to overlay the
data from MAPTYCS® with his existing loca-
tions. Using the software, he could perform
distance analysis and compare wind speed and
direction, helping to determine where the re
would move and which properties would be
exposed to risk.

THE HURRICANE IN THE US

Padilla used the software to develop a plan in
advance of an approaching hurricane. With
36-48 hours’ notice, his team identied the need
for a business continuity and risk mitigation
plan for properties in the projected path of the
storm.

Padilla explained they knew the projection of
the storm and anticipated it would impact
sever- al locations. Because it was amajor storm,
the nancial impact would be large if the antici-
pat- ed damage happened to their properties in
the path of the hurricane. He estimated it was a
fewbilliondollars'worthof risk fromamathema-
ti- cal perspective.

His team met with the plant managers from
each location for business continuity and emer-
gency response planning. Based on the projec-
tions from MAPTYCS®, they identied risk
mitigation measures at each exposed location,
such as moving equipment to higher ground,
installing ood barriers, removing tools, and
securing outdoor structures — and making sure
people were safe.

THE WAR IN UKRAINE

When the Russian invasion broke out, the world
watched with anticipation for many reasons.
One of those compelling reasons in the early
parts of the engagement, was the potential for
damage to nuclear power plants in the area.
Vendors and operational needs required that
MacAndrews & Forbes identify where their
expo- sures were in relation to the physical loca-
tion of nuclear power plants.

Padilla explained it was an easy lift for MAP-
TYCS® to identify all the nuclear plants across
the globe. “We were able to concentrate on our
area of exposure,” Padilla said. “We were able to
identify where the war conict areas were as
they expanded, and pinpoint the relative
distance to where these nuclear power plants
were. And one of them was Chernobyl.

“It was a simple ask of the software to provide a
visualization of where the business is located
and how far each location is from the areas of
exposure. “Within hours, we had the overlay.
And within minutes, we had the spatial refer-
ence to where we were, to where that was, to
where the war was,” Padilla said.
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Ultimately, I was looking for a model where I
can basically compile multiple data sets of
information and then have immediate
access to that information. It moved from
being a point-in-time analysis and trying to
tally up all of your assets in a particular area
to what was happening at that point in time
and how your assets were exposed.

Manuel Padilla, Vice-President
Risk Management & Insurance at

MacAndrews & Forbes Incorporated and
Board member at RIMS

MAPTYCS®andMacAndrews&Forbeshavepart-
nered together to improve risk management
and mitigation, and the lessons learned contin-
ue for both partners.

Legrand, Co-Founder of MAPTYCS® described
the vision for how the company helps its clients,
saying: “Our vision is to offer to each of our
clients their own customized location intelli-
gence data aggregator with powerful geospa-
tial analytics, so they can easily assess their prop-
erty risks and monitor weather events in
real-time.”

This vision means adapting and updating
software requirements to meet client demands
so that MAPTYCS® continues to provide
real-time data to help risk managers and others
within the insurance ecosystem. Feedback from
clients like MacAndrews & Forbes continues to
shape the software solutions.

One major lesson for MacAndrews & Forbes is
howhaving clear, reliabledata that is consistent-
ly available makes a difference in outcomes.
Data-driven decisions mean clients can rely on
the advice from Padilla and his risk managers
and use it to make risk mitigation and manage-
ment decisions at critical moments.

“It’s about determining what your exposure is,
deciding the impact, and making a decision,”
Padilla explained. “We have specic data to rely
on and make decisions, which lets us be proac-
tive rather than reactionary. MAPTYCS® also
gives us the visual needed to project the impact.

“The exibility of the solution is there; the limita-
tion is how creative you are.”

Moving from reactive to proactive and static to
dynamic, shifts the risk management conversa-
tions and risk managers equipped with the
right tools will help signicantly reduce the risk
exposure and avoid losses.

Contact MAPTYCS® for your personalized
demonstration and see the difference real-time
risk management can make.

THE LESSONS




